Purpose: The number of older adults is rapidly increasing internationally, leading to a significant increase in research on how healthy ageing impacts vision. Most clinical assessments of spatial vision involve simple detection (letter acuity, grating contrast sensitivity, perimetry). However, most natural visual environments are more spatially complicated, requiring contrast discrimination, and the delineation of object boundaries and contours, which are typically present on non-uniform backgrounds. In this review we discuss recent research that reports on the effects of normal ageing on these more complex visual functions, specifically in the context of recent neurophysiological studies. Recent findings: Recent research has concentrated on understanding the effects of healthy ageing on neural responses within the visual pathway in animal models. Such neurophysiological research has led to numerous, subsequently tested, hypotheses regarding the likely impact of healthy human ageing on specific aspects of spatial vision. Summary: Healthy normal ageing impacts significantly on spatial visual information processing from the retina through to visual cortex. Some human data validates that obtained from studies of animal physiology, however some findings indicate that rethinking of presumed neural substrates is required. Notably, not all spatial visual processes are altered by age. Healthy normal ageing impacts significantly on some spatial visual processes (in particular centre-surround tasks), but leaves contrast discrimination, contrast adaptation, and orientation discrimination relatively intact. The study of older adult vision contributes to knowledge of the brain mechanisms altered by the ageing process, can provide practical information regarding visual environments that older adults may find challenging, and may lead to new methods of assessing visual performance in clinical environments.
Introduction
Older adults represent a growing proportion of the population internationally, and, with improved healthcare, are increasingly active in the community and the workforce. Vision within the healthy ageing system is the focus of this review, with older adults being defined as individuals aged over 60 years by the United Nations. 1 While it is well understood that older age increases the risk for many ophthalmic diseases, healthy older ageing also impacts visual function, due to both optical changes to the eye and agerelated alterations to the neural processing of vision. In recent years, the understanding of the healthy ageing process at a neurophysiological level has advanced, primarily due to increased neurophysiological exploration of the visual pathways in aged animals coupled with related studies in the human system, including with high resolution imaging of the retina. This review aims to consolidate information regarding how ageing alters the neural visual system, to relate this to human performance, and to discuss the impact of such findings on the visual experience of older adults. Such research provides insights to visual system mechanisms that are of broader significance than the ageing system alone, assisting in supporting or refuting the understanding of visual mechanisms more generally. We do not aim to review common clinical assessments of visual function in older adults (for example: visual acuity, contrast sensitivity, perimetry) nor cognitive processes of visual attention, but instead point readers to several other reviews that cover such material. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The ageing eye
Optical changes
While the main focus of this review is to explore the impact of healthy ageing on neural structure and function, clearly optical factors are highly relevant to the available visual input for the neural system. Two well established agerelated ocular changeslens opacification [7] [8] [9] and reduced pupil size 10, 11 result in increased intraocular scatter 12 and reduced light transmittance. 13 These major optical consequences of ageing affect the projection of light to the retina and are thought to contribute to the deterioration in visual acuity and contrast sensitivity after the age of 50 years. 14 However, as will be discussed in detail later, it is well recognised that age-related changes to vision cannot be solely attributed to optical factors. [15] [16] [17] Other anatomical changes to the non-neural components of the ageing eye, from the anterior through to posterior structures (for example: cornea and ocular surface, pupils, trabecular meshwork, ciliary body, lens, vitreous, vasculature, Bruch's membrane, choroid, and sclera), have previously been described in detail elsewhere [7] [8] [9] 18, 19 and will not be covered further here. A recent, significant consolidation of information regarding the optical consequences of ageing is available elsewhere. 20 
Neural changes
The retina, as arguably one of the best understood neural circuitries of the central nervous system, provides the first site for investigating neural changes to the visual system. The neurosensory retina comprises of five major neurone types: light-sensitive photoreceptors, interneurones (horizontal, bipolar and amacrine cells), and ganglion cells. With ageing, photoreceptor outer segments become disorganised, 21 nuclei displaced and diameters increased, 22 and photoreceptor cell loss depends on eccentricity. For example, foveal cone numbers are preserved in human retina up to 90 years of age, whereas the 30% decrease in rod density with age peaks at 0.5-3 mm eccentricity, leaving the far peripheral retinal rods unaffected. 22 Rod bipolar cell density also decreases by approximately 30% by the 10th decade of life. 23 Immunocytochemical staining of aged human retina demonstrates elongation and spatial reorganisation of bipolar and horizontal cell dendritic processes, while amacrine cell processes appear unchanged. 24 Aged human retina and optic nerve contain reduced retinal ganglion cell numbers 25, 26 and reduced optic nerve axon (nerve fibre) count. 27 Post-mortem histological sections show significantly decreased overall retinal thickness with age. 25 To non-invasively investigate thickness changes in vivo, optical coherence tomography (OCT) 28 technology has been used extensively over the past decade to quantify the effect of age on the retina and its distinct layers (e.g. see a recent systematic review by Subhi et al. 29 ). Peripapillary RNFL thickness is reduced with healthy ageing. [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] Similarly, large sample studies (n > 120) consistently find a decrease in macular RNFL thickness in healthy adults aged 50 and above. 31, 33, [36] [37] [38] Most OCT studies are cross-sectional reports. When the same individuals have been followed over time (current available maximum 3-3.5 years), 39, 40 average peripapillary RNFL thickness reduces by approximately 0.5 lm per year.
With improved ability to further segment the inner neuroretina into its component layers at the macula (ganglion cell, inner plexiform and inner nuclear layers), several OCT studies have provided evidence for reduced thickness of the ganglion cell and inner plexiform layers in older adults 31, 36, 41 ; however, this finding is not universal. 42 On the other hand, relatively few OCT studies have investigated outer retinal layer changes with ageing. Unlike at the inner retina, the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), outer plexiform and outer nuclear layers are thicker in older adults relative to younger adults, 31, 36, 41, 43 although equivocal results have also been reported. 44 Histological studies lend some support to the OCT findings of increased outer retinal thickness with age. Despite an overall decline in the number of RPE cells by apoptosis 45, 46 that is closely paralleled by proportional photoreceptor loss over time, 25, 47 the density of the RPE monolayer remains largely uninterrupted at the macula. 46 At the same time, RPE cell numbers decrease in the peripheral retina, suggesting that migration of peripheral RPE cells may compensate for macular RPE cell death. 46 Furthermore, the presence of larger and multinucleated cells in older human and other mammalian eyes 45 is a likely compensatory mechanism of ageing RPE to maintain their supportive role in retinal function. 48 
The ageing visual cortex
In the past 20 years, there has been markedly increased understanding of the effects of healthy ageing on the neurophysiological responses of cortical neurons in primary visual cortex (V1) and extrastriate areas. The majority of this work has studied either the cat or non-human primate.
Key alterations to responses measured using single cell recording techniques include a reduction of both orientation and direction selectivity in area V1 49 and V2 50 combined with a marked decrease in neural signal-noise ratio primarily generated by increased spontaneous neural firing. 49, 50 Similar altered neural responses have been reported in V1 of aged cats. 51 Direction selectivity is also reduced in area MT in macaque. 52 In primate V1, the receptive field properties of complex cells are altered more by the ageing process than simple cell responses. 53 Furthermore, it is not just the responses from the classical receptive field that are altered. Centre-surround interactions alter, manifesting as decreased receptive field surround suppression responses in V1. 54 There is limited data on the age at which such changes arise, with most studies including animals that are relatively late in senescence. An exception is the study of Fu et al. 55 who studied animals that were classified as either early senescent (monkeys aged 19-24 years) or late senescent (monkeys aged 28-32 years). Both age groups showed increased levels of spontaneous neural activity in the visual cortex compared to younger primates. Reductions in orientation selectivity were also present, but only in some animals in the early senescent group. A more consistent, generalised reduction of orientation selectively was present in the late senescent cases. The authors comment that these early senescent monkeys are analogous to humans aged around 50-60 years. 55 
Clinical assessments of spatial vision
Spatial vision refers to the ability to detect, resolve and discriminate between spatially defined visual features. In a clinical setting, the two primary measures of spatial vision are visual acuity and contrast sensitivity, with light sensitivity across the visual field being measured with perimetry. It is well known that visual acuity and contrast sensitivity decrease with age, and the age-related decline in the healthy hill of vision is accounted for in perimetric normative databases. Excellent descriptions of the age related changes to these regular clinical parameters are available elsewhere and will not be repeated here. 4, 56, 57 Suprathreshold contrast processingdiscrimination, gain control and adaptation
Clinically, contrast sensitivity is the most common measure of contrast processing and measures the minimal contrast for an object to be detected. However, in natural visual environments the visual system is typically required to discriminate between contrasts to assist in the definition of objects, and needs to be able to perform such tasks accurately across a wide variety of contrast situations (both high and low), that can vary rapidly (such as with each saccadic eye movement) or more slowly. The visual system shows adaptation to contrast on both rapid (ms) 58, 59 and slower (secondsminutes) 60,61 time-scales. Very few studies have investigated these aspects of visual function in older adults. Current available data suggests that rapid contrast adaptation is similar between age groups for briefly presented grating stimuli. 62 The question of whether slow contrast adaptation differs between older and younger people does not appear to have been tested directly, however, performance measured in older adults appears at least qualitatively similar to separate reports collected in younger adults. 63 In the absence of adaptation, in raw terms, contrast discrimination thresholds are elevated in older adults, but when normalised to an individual's contrast detection threshold, they are similar (across the age range of 20-70 years). 64 In other words, the ability to make discrimination judgements per se does not appear to be affected by the healthy ageing process. Normalised contrast discrimination functions have the same shape across ages between 20 and 70 years. 64 The ability to make suprathreshold contrast matching judgments does not alter with age 65 nor does the magnitude of suprathreshold grating (brightness) induction. 65 Older adults do however show some shallowing of contrast gain function slope for perceptual tasks that putatively measure function of the magnocellular and parvocellular neural pathways respectively, with greater effects manifesting within the parvo system. 66 The perception of orientation Inspired by the neurophysiological reports of reduced orientation selectivity in the responses of single visual cortical cells in aged non-human primate, 49, 50 several studies have investigated whether the perceptual ability to encode orientation cues is altered in older adults. Govenlock et al. 67 found no differences in the bandwidth of orientation selective mechanisms in older adults (aged approximately 68 years) compared to that of younger adults (aged approximately 23 years). Similarly, Delahunt et al. 68 showed no difference in the shape of orientation tuning curves between older (aged between 65 and 85) and younger adults (aged between 20 and 33). Older adults did have elevated orientation discrimination thresholds, however once these were normalised to individual detection threshold, differences between the groups disappeared. In other words, for any given contrast, the ability of older adults to discriminate orientation is, on average, poorer than that of younger counterparts, but once equated in terms of multiples of contrast threshold, similar. This finding does not necessarily suggest that the effects of healthy ageing on orientation selectivity in humans differ from those that are measurable in anesthetized non-human primate. A more parsimonious explanation is that while the selectivity of individual neuronal responses to orientation may decline with age, the total network output is still able to provide sufficient reliable orientation information to maintain perceptual performance. 67, 68 Spatial contrast processing: spatial summation For low contrasts, as stimulus size increases, the ability to detect a stimulus improves. This phenomenon is known as spatial summation and is measurable both psychophysically, 69 and in the responsivity of single neurons. 70 The neural bases of the limits of perceptual spatial summation are highly debated in the literature, and likely involve both retinal and post-retinal mechanisms. Because healthy ageing results in decreased retinal ganglion cell density, it is possible that the area over which spatial summation occurs may increase in older adults. There is little evidence for such an effect for simple stimuli presented under photopic conditions, with numerous studies showing that spatial summation functions (sensitivity plotted against stimulus area) of older and younger observers are superimposable once normalised to individual differences in detection threshold. [71] [72] [73] An exception is the study of Schefrin et al. 74 who showed mild changes in spatial summation under scotopic conditions. More recently, abnormal short-range spatial summation in motion mechanisms has been observed using Battenberg stimuli. 75 These stimuli allow the exploration of summation mechanisms of extended, textured stimuli, while keeping the total overall stimulus area constant, thereby removing a potential confound of differences in internal noise that are generated by testing with stimuli of increasing total area. 76 Spatial contrast processing: centre surround suppression of contrast Healthy ageing alters the perceived contrast of a foveally presented target when surrounded by a non-uniform background (herein referred to as centre-surround contrast suppression). Typically, the apparent contrast of a central target is reduced when the surround is of higher contrast. [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] In older adults, however, the suppressive effect of a surround is even stronger compared to younger adults, [82] [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] see Figure 1 . The ageing effect on centre-surround contrast suppression is robust for a range of stimulus manipulations: static gratings 83, 86, 88, 89 and textured patterns, 82,87 drifting gratings, 84 monocular and binocular presentations, 88 across a range of stimulus durations (<500 ms) 85, 88 and varying contrasts of the centre and surround. 85 This strengthening of surround suppression of supra-threshold perceived contrast is not simplistically explicable by differences in contrast sensitivity in older adults. 82 Perceptual centre-surround contrast suppression is typically mechanistically attributed to the centre-surround organisation of receptive fields in V1. Human imaging and electrophysiological studies support the notion that V1 is the earliest cortical area with the neuronal architecture capable of underpinning perceptual centre-surround suppressive effects. [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] Convergent evidence from primate neurophysiology indicates that three types of connections contribute to surround suppression in V1: feedforward connections from lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), horizontal connections within V1, and feedback connections from extrastriate visual cortical areas (for a recent review, see [95] ). Perceptual experiments in older and younger adults have been designed with known neurophysiological properties in mind to elucidate the likely neuronal mechanisms that are affected by the ageing process. For example, when centre contrast is low, surround suppressive effects in primate V1 cells are monocularly driven and broadly tuned to orientation, 96 implying a strong contribution from early in the visual pathway (i.e. LGN or input layers of V1). The finding that age-related effects on centre-surround contrast suppression are greatest for centre targets of lower contrast 85 suggests that healthy ageing alters pre-cortical processes. Similarly, older adults show increased contrast suppression when the centre and surround are presented to the same eye (intraocular suppression), but not when the centre and surround are presented separately to each eye (interocular suppression). 88 This suggests that the predominant age-related changes to centre-surround contrast suppression occurs before visual signals from the two eyes first converge beyond the input layers of V1. 97 
Spatial contrast processing: collinear facilitation
Early stages of spatial form perception involve firstly the encoding of local orientation of single elements, then subsequent linking of elements of similar orientations to form contours, and finally the extraction of global features like shape based on the contours. 98 Collinear facilitation is an early stage of spatial form perception where the detection threshold of a foveal target is reduced when presented between two adjacent targets (flankers) of similar orientation and spatial frequency. 99, 100 Such facilitation is optimised when flankers are approximately 3 lambda (sinusoidal wavelength, inverse of spatial frequency) equidistant from the central target, with masking occurring instead when flankertarget spacing is closer than 2 lambdas. 100 Collinear facilitation is believed to be elicited by lateral excitatory connections that are optimised by filters of like orientation. 101 This lateral excitation may occur within V1 100,102,103 and, or via feedback connections from higher cortical areas to V1. [104] [105] [106] Masking is believed to be a result of lateral inhibition triggered by the flankers falling onto the inhibitory regions within the same neuronal receptive field of the target. 107 Older adults demonstrate similar orientation tuning of collinear facilitation to younger adults, but require more closely spaced flankers to attain maximal facilitation, suggesting that lateral interactions occur over shorter distances in older visual cortex. 108 This finding is perhaps consistent with recently reported normal shortrange spatial summation in motion mechanisms in the elderly. 75 Overall the magnitude of collinear facilitation is reduced with age 108,109 but masking is enhanced in older observers. 108 A possible mechanism for the reduced facilitation magnitude may be increased spontaneous neural noise in the ageing neural system which is predicted to result in lower signal (lateral excitation) to noise ratio. Increased masking is consistent with reports of increased perceptual centre-surround suppression in older human observers. [82] [83] [84] [85] Other centre-surround contextual interactions Healthy ageing also affects other perceptual centre-surround suppressive effects of cortical and pre-cortical origins. Two 'low-level' perceptual suppressive effects that putatively arise from pre-cortical mechanisms are centresurround suppression of luminance 110 and flicker. 111 Temporally oscillating stimuli are predominantly initially encoded by the magnocellular pathways. 112 When surrounded by temporally oscillating annuli where there is a phase difference between the centre and surround, perceptual suppressive effects occur that have been attributed to LGN physiology. 111, [113] [114] [115] [116] In addition to substantial precortical input, the strength of flicker suppression is also mediated cortically via interocular mechanisms. 117, 118 In older adults, the strength of centre-surround suppression of perceived luminance 87, 119 and flicker contrast 87 is increased relative to younger adults, providing further evidence that pre-cortical mechanisms of surround suppression are altered with healthy ageing.
An analogous perceptual centre-surround suppressive effect involving orientation judgment is the repulsive tilt illusion, where the orientation of a central grating appears to be tilted away from that of the surrounding pattern. 120 The magnitude of the tilt illusion appears to correlate with orientation-dependent connectivity within V1 but not within extrastriate areas V2 and V3. 121 The tilt illusion is stronger in older adults, 87 suggesting that intra-V1 mechanisms of surround suppression are also altered by normal ageing.
Parafoveal spatial vision: centre-surround suppression
While most clinical and research visual assessments concentrate on fovea visual performance, parafoveal spatial vision becomes increasingly important in the elderly due to prevalent eye diseases impacting on macular function. In the presence of abnormal foveal vision, the parafovea becomes important for spatial visual function. Recent research demonstrates that the effects of ageing on foveal and parafoveal centre-surround contrast phenomena can be quite different from each other. Nguyen et al. 86 measured centre-surround perceived contrast suppression in the same younger and older adults in both foveal and parafoveal viewing (6°eccentricity). Older adults showed greater surround suppression of perceived contrast than younger adults for centrally viewed targets, but the opposite effect parafoveally (Figures 2 and 3) . Furthermore, while the strength of foveal centre-surround contrast suppression gradually increases with age from 20 to 80 years, 89 surround suppression of parafoveal (4-5°eccentricity) contrast sensitivity does not appear to alter substantially across the lifespan. 122, 123 These studies demonstrate that it is unwise to assume that age-related perceptual alterations measured in the fovea will manifest in the same way throughout the visual field. There is also the possibility for visual field asymmetry in the magnitude of age-related alterations, with one study reporting greater differences in perceived contrast between older and younger adults in the lower hemifield when compared to the upper visual field. 65 Whether this finding generalises to other phenomena is untested and the mechanism unclear.
Our understanding of the neuronal basis of surround suppression relies intensively on single-unit recording studies in primates (see recent review [95] ). The majority of this neurophysiological work is conducted parafoveally, so should provide a potentially more useful basis for predicting parafoveal than foveal human performance. Motivated by a report demonstrating that human centresurround contrast suppression mirrored macaque responses in V1 when measured parafoveally (at 6°eccentricity), 124 Nguyen et al. 86 investigated the effects of age on parafoveal contrast suppression using two spatially distinct surround configurations: a near surround, generated by multiple feedforward, feedback and intra-V1 anatomical circuits, and a far surround, attributed exclusively to feedback from extrastriate visual cortex. 95 Suppression of perceived contrast from the near surround was reduced in older adults compared to younger adults, while far surround suppression was unaffected by age. 86 Such a finding implies extrastriate feedback remains intact with healthy ageing, and provides convergent evidence for a substantial age-related alteration in pre-cortical processing and intracortical suppression. 85, 87, 88 
Parafoveal spatial vision: crowding
When an object is surrounded in close proximity by other similar objects in non-foveal vision, it becomes more difficult to recognise: a phenomenon referred to as visual crowding. 125, 126 The effects of crowding on para-foveal visual performance are of key relevance to age-related eye disease because often non-foveal vision is required to perform daily visual tasks after central loss due to age-related macular degeneration. Significant research energy has been directed to trying to establish whether crowding can be reduced via perceptual learning or other strategies to improve visual function (for example, reading performance) in such clinical cases (for review see: [127] ). There has however been significantly less research directed to determining whether healthy ageing influences visual crowding per se. Astle et al. 128 measured letter recognition thresholds in the presence of flanking letters in order to measure crowded visual acuity, and found similar levels of crowding across a sample of 54 healthy adults aged between 18 and 76 years. Similarly, Malavita et al. 129 found no difference in para-foveal crowding strength between older and younger adults. In the same study, they did however find changes to the strength of surround suppression of contrast, and also that older adults required longer search times to correctly perform a visual search task in cluttered visual environment. The results provide further evidence that surround suppression and crowding are distinct 86 mechanistically, and that slower visual search in older adults does not arise from alterations in visual crowding. 129 Intermediate stages of spatial vision: global shape perception Convergent evidence from non-human primate and human brain imaging suggests that the neuronal architecture capable of integrating local spatial information regarding orientation, contours and borders into global shapes first arises in cortical area V4. [130] [131] [132] In this brain area, the ability to extract information regarding spatial form from both texture and from closed contours is available, although there is some neuroimaging evidence for divergence of the processing of these types of stimuli in latter parts of the ventral stream. 133 Typical experimental stimuli used to measure performance of these processes are Glass patterns (fields of dot dipoles that generate global shape information 134 ) and radial frequency patterns (sinusoidal radial deformations of circular shapes 135 ), respectively. Older adults show elevated thresholds for determining global shape for both of these pattern types, however, relatively increased difficulty is present for Glass patterns. 109 Glass pattern coherence thresholds measure the ability to extract information regarding global shape from textured noise, hence this finding is consistent with the concept that the ageing visual system has increased difficulty with the extraction of signal from noise. 109 
Implications for natural vision environments
Predicting patient reported visual outcomes from typical clinical assessments of vision (e.g. visual acuity, perimetry) is complicated with highly variable results between individuals (for example see: [136, 137] ). Typical clinical assessments also have well studied limitations in predicting those individuals who have difficulty with tasks of daily living that are highly visually dependent (for example, driving 138 ). Both visual acuity assessment, and perimetry, present targets on simple, plain backgrounds. The age-related alterations to suprathreshold contrast interactions discussed above (centre-surround processes, contrast gain) suggest that older adults have a different perceptual experience in complicated visual environments typical of daily life (varied contrasts, with borders of objects needing to be extracted from non-uniform background visual information). Further study of these more complicated aspects of spatial vision may pave the way for understanding whether there are key age-related differences in the interpretation of nonfoveal visual stimuli that subsequently alter patterns of visual search, or that possibly impact on the ability to detect objects of relevance to hazard avoidance for example while driving (note: we have not discussed temporal processing and motion processing as outside the scope of the current review). To accurately predict performance in daily visual environments, an enhanced understanding of how and when ageing alters intermediate building blocks for object processing and scene perception is required.
Ageing in a multisensory world
It is also worth noting that natural environments are typically multisensory, and that the percept of an event is rarely dependent on vision alone, but more often is an overall percept based on information from multiple senses. Accurate integration of relevant, and segregation of irrelevant, visual and auditory information enhances the overall percept of the natural events. Cross-sensory modulation occurs via neural connections found between the primary sensory cortices 139, 140 ) as well as numerous feedback connections from higher order cortical regions. [140] [141] [142] [143] Perceptually, the presence of a sound can distort both the spatial perception 144 and the temporal perception of a visual stimulus, [145] [146] [147] [148] or vice versa, 149, 150 depending on the relative reliability of the pair of sensory information to acquire the most accurate representation of the multisensory event. 151, 152 With advancing age, various aspects of vision (as discussed earlier) and audition are degraded but to unequal magnitudes in many individuals. [153] [154] [155] [156] Thus, depending on the relative degree of sensory decline in the sensory modalities involved, the multisensory percept of an event may be degraded, enhanced or remain unchanged in older observers. 145, 157, 158 A detailed discussion of these issues falls outside the scope of this review, however, to truly begin to understand older adult sensory experience, an understanding of the neural changes to multiple sensory systems is required along with an understanding of their complex interactions.
Conclusions and future directions
In this review, we have discussed the impacts of older age on spatial vision, from both perceptual and presumed neural substrate perspectives. The normal ageing process impacts on contrast gain, centre-surround spatial interactions, the integration of elements comprising contours, and the perception of global shapes. These alterations are not simply predictable by reduced contrast sensitivity. Agerelated effects on foveal vision do not necessarily predict performance in the para-fovea. Further work is required to determine where the boundary lies between healthy and unhealthy ageing, what can be learned from the study of why some individuals maintain much better vision than others in their older years, and whether novel tests of vision can be developed to provide better prediction of difficulties in typical daily visual environments. Spatial vision in parafoveal regions is key to visual performance in the presence of common age-related eye diseases. A better understanding of how healthy ageing impacts on these mechanisms, and exploiting any remaining plasticity, may be important to optimising visual performance in older adults with visual impairment.
